INTRODUCTION
A common problem encountered when scanning documents is noise which reduces the accuracy of OCR (Optical Character Recognition) systems (Farahmand et al. 2013) . Many documents have protective elements such as holograms, watermarks or guilloche to prevent various kinds of fraud. However, these elements often clutter useful data and act as aforementioned noise for OCR systems.
A lot of work has been done regarding document images' noise detection and removal (Farahmand et al. 2013 ) but most of them deal with unstructured noise (Ali 1996) or clutter on documents with simple background (Agrawal and Doermann 2009) .
Consider an example of Russian citizen passport on Fig. 1 (personal data was removed). It has evident periodic holographic pattern which clutters some parts of the personal data. Detection of such patterns would not only help OCR systems to adjust recognition settings, but also help to determine the document type (Usilin et al. 2010) or perform fraud detection. Some periodic noises could be detected via straightforward engineering approach based on signal smoothing and penalty accumulation (Nikolaev et al. 2015) . For quite small (relatively to the text size) periodic noise samples it's possible to apply morphological operations (Liang et al. 1994 ) to remove them. Unfortunately, these techniques won't help detecting periodic patterns in complicated cases as they don't allow to modify the distinction model between periodic pattern and complex background as we require for Russian passports, for example.
In this paper we propose a method of periodic pattern detection on document images which can be used for various periodic pattern structures implying their nature is known for the given document type. The method will be illustrated and experimentally tested for Russian citizen passport images.
IMAGE SIGNAL MODEL
Let I(x) be the original image signal of length N . It's composed of two image signals: background image h(x) and an image g(x) containing periodic pattern which we aim to detect:
We assume that the number of periodic pattern samples in g(x) that fit to the signal length N is known beforehand and is equal to M . Let f (x) be a signal of a single pattern sample. Evenly distributed they have a period T = N M . Then g(x) can be represented as
However, there is more useful way of representing g(x) to fit our further needs. Consider an impulse train function c(x) (also known as Dirac comb, see Fig. 2 ) which is a sum of regularly spaced delta functions or unit impulses δ(x) (Brigham 1988) . We want it to have a spacing T so every unit impulse corresponds to the single periodic pattern sample of f (x):
Figure 2: Impulse Train Example for Period T = 32
is a convolution of f (x) and c(x):
Fourier transform of the periodic pattern signal
By the convolution theorem, convolution in time domain equals to pointwise multiplication in frequency domain. Thus, taking a Fourier transform from g(x) and using an equation (4) we obtain:
Let's examine the nature of Fc(x). Assuming that Fourier transform is discrete and defined (periodically) for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, a Fourier transform of a single delta function is:
Due to Fourier transform's linearity, Fc(x) a sum of Fourier transforms of delta functions is:
It's easy to see that for k = 0, M, 2M, . . . the sum (7) becomes equal to M because complex exponent is 2πi-periodic and every member of the sum becomes equal to 1. Furthermore, for every other k the sum is zero since it contains every complex exponent with frequency ratios from 0 to m − 1 and they eliminate each other.
This gives us an important fact: Fourier transform of an impulse train c(x) is also an impulse train with its period equal to M :
As an example, Fig. 3 shows a DFT magnitude plot for an impulse train with T = 32 and N = 256, which fits 8 times therefore DFT has a period of 8. (5) and (8) we get the final form of Fg(x):
Shifting the pattern signal
In order to simplify our model we have previously assumed that periodic pattern always starts at zero time point, which most of the time is not true. Shifting the pattern signal g(x) is the same as shifting the impulse train c(x) which leads to the changed form of Fc(x). By the translation property, the Fourier transform of shifted signal would only change its phase while its magnitude would remain the same.
Therefore, instead of analyzing plain DFT result Fc(x) which is an impulse train as shown in (9), we'll analyze its magnitude |Fc(x)| which has the same impulse train form but also is shift-invariant.
Two dimensional image signal model
For the sake of simplicity we have first introduced the one dimensional image signal mode. Let's see how our model works for the two dimensional case.
On Fig. 4 there is a grid with regularly spaced Gaussians and the shifted magnitude of its Discrete Fourier transform, zoomed in to the center. Similar to the onedimensional case, there are multiple impulse trains having horizontal period of 5 and vertical period of 4 due to the number of Gaussians fitting horizontally and vertically. Note that the amount of Gaussians fitting horizontally and vertically is being kept strictly equal to 2: we will use this for pattern detection.
PERIODIC PATTERN DETECTION
To detect the periodic pattern we need to check that the magnitude of discrete Fourier transform of the actual image signal |FI(x)| contains the impulse train of known period M . For two-dimensional case that would be a certain peak pattern of impulse trains. As an example we will detect periodic holograms on Russian passports and therefore use the pattern from Fig. 5(b) . Of course, we need to take into account the DFT magnitude of background image signal |Fh(x)| which is also present on |FI(x)|. Now we will describe the steps of the periodic pattern detection algorithm we've used with Russian passports.
Image cropping
First, we need to establish a cropping region of the passport image (see Fig. 1 ) that contains a constant number of periodic pattern samples and the least amount of background noise. Fig. 6 shows the region we've chosen for the Russian passport (personal data was changed). The cropping accuracy is important: non-integer number of fitting periodic pattern samples can drastically change the DFT magnitude structure.
Image downscale and preprocessing
After cropping is done we need to suppress the difference between each periodic pattern sample which could be done by downscaling the image. Our experiments have shown the best results when the images were downscaled from initial size of 910x938 by 16 times to 56x58 (reducing the area by 256 times), see Fig. 7(a) . Note that downscaled image size is constant and doesn't depend on the original image size.
In addition to downscaling we add a morphological close operation (Gonzalez and Woods 2006) to make what's left of the letters disappear and to smooth the periodic images samples even more, see Fig. 7 (b).
(a) (b) We have also experimented with several other operations and their combinations to preprocess downscaled images, such as Laplacian of Gaussian filter or H-maxima transform (Soille 1999) . In the end, simple morphological closing of the downscaled image provided the best detection accuracy as it will be shown later. Fig. 8 shows a shifted logarithmic plot of DFT magnitude of the preprocessed passport region image. As expected, it has noticeable periodic peaks and now we need to match them against a known pattern while having a small amount of false-positives. We propose a very simple peak matching algorithm which has yet shown a good accuracy on our datasets.
Discrete Fourier transform analysis
Consider first K peaks candidate locations (x i , y i ) distributed along some selected diagonal ray outgoing from the middle point. We have used K = 3 and peaks candidate locations were (2; 2), (4; 4) and (6; 6).
For every peak candidate we compute the minimum difference D(x i , y i ) between the candidate value and each of its 8 neighbours. The reason behind this computation is the assumption that DFT magnitude of an image not containing a periodic pattern is practically random. Therefore, it is highly probable that one of the peak candidate's neightbours will have a greater value than the candidate itself causing the negative minimum difference.
At last, the average value Q between all D(x, y) is computed as the final score and compared with the threshold value Q * . If Q > Q * then the image is expected to contain a periodic pattern. For Russian passports we have used Q * = 0. It can be easily seen that the DFT on Fig. 9 (b) does not contain the peak pattern as DFT on Fig. 8 and is rejected by our detection algorithm.
Proposed method's complexity
Let N be a total number of original image pixels after cropping. For preprocessing there are downscale (to some predefined constant size N * ) and morphological close operations which are both O(N ). Next, DFT is performed on the preprocessed image using FFT algorithm for O(N * log N * ), followed by O(1) analysis.
The resulting complexity is quite simple because FFT is performed on the downscaled image of a small constant size not depending on the original image size.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have used 3 datasets for experiments, each one containing scanned Russian passport images. First one, "scan500", is positive i.e. contains holographic periodic patterns on every image. Other two are negative: "nomrz print" are passport images without readable zone and with machine-printed text, which is usual; "nomrz hw" has handwritten text on passport fields.
The best results amongst various preprocessing methods were obtained using morphological closing after downscaling by 16 times. Table 1 shows experimental results for specified datasets with morphological closing as preprocessing operation. The false-positive and false-negative rates are quite small given almost no parameter tuning.
For other preprocessing methods, H-maxima transform worked best without downscale with 97.73% (82.64% when applied after downscaling by 16 times).
Laplacian of Gaussian filter provided the best visual holographic pattern contrasting but its combinations with other preprocessing methods only decreased the final detection accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a method of periodic pattern detection on document images which uses discrete Fourier transform. The implementation is very simple but has yet shown good experimental results even almost without any parameter tuning. This lays a good foundation for further research, especially for the problem of periodic pattern localization.
